Understanding and Engineering Phonon-Mediated Tunneling into Graphene on Metal Surfaces.
Metal-intercalated graphene on Ir(111) exhibits phonon signatures in inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy with strengths that depend on the intercalant. Extraordinarily strong graphene phonon signals are observed for Cs intercalation. Li intercalation likewise induces clearly discriminable phonon signatures, albeit less pronounced than observed for Cs. The signal can be finely tuned by the alkali metal coverage and gradually disappears upon increasing the junction conductance from tunneling to contact ranges. In contrast to Cs and Li, for Ni-intercalated graphene the phonon signals stay below the detection limit in all transport ranges. Going beyond the conventional two-terminal approach, transport calculations provide a comprehensive understanding of the subtle interplay between the graphene-electrode coupling and the observation of graphene phonon spectroscopic signatures.